
Kaspar Tasane
“"His music just totally blows me away. It's elegant yet driving, and has a timeless energy that often

reminds me of the mid 1990's progressive sound."” - Gustin

— DMC World Magazine
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BIOGRAPHY
Kaspar Tasane has been named "the one to watch," by Soundgarden
Resident Gustin, in DMC World Magazine. "His music just totally blows
me away. It's elegant yet driving, and has a timeless energy that often
reminds me of the mid 1990's progressive sound." Kaspar hails from
Tallinn, Estonia and uses his experience there while growing up in the
European electronic music scene, to bring a unique �avor all his own
to the progressive house sound. Kaspar Tasane's unique style has
garnered support from the likes of trance legend Armin Van Buuren,
who showcased Kaspar's track "Fusha" at A State of Trance Festival
700. Kaspar has also captivated the attention of pillars like Paul
Oakenfold, Solarstone, and Cosmic Gate. As Kaspar's sound evolved
to a more underground and progressive vibe , DJs Hernan Cattaneo,
Nick Warren, Guy J, Darin Epsilon, Anthony Pappa, Sandra Collins,
Chris Fortier and more than a handful of others have all publicly
shown and professionally lent their support. As a DJ, Kaspar comes
from an era before the sync button and USB sticks. After spinning at
various club nights in the capital of Estonia, Tallinn, Kaspar and DJ
partner DTB quickly gained a residency at the hottest dance station of
the time on Energy FM. Friday night's show, "Weekend Lifto�" rapidly
became the most popular radio show in the capital. which resulted in
trucking crates of vinyl all around the country. They landed gigs
everywhere from the freshest clubs, to underground events, and
even stages on major festival circuits. After transplanting back in the
US, Kaspar continues to showcase his skills behind the decks. Kaspar
has played at various raves and club events in Portland, Austin and
San Antonio as well as, Houston. He has shared the stage and opened
up for the likes of Paul Oakenfold, Kenneth Thomas, First State, Myon
& Shane 54 as well as, countless others. Kaspar Tasane is just getting
started...

  

  

 

BOOKINGS 
For all inquiries,  
contact Micke or Alex Whalen at MK2 Management:  
Bookings@MK2Management.com.

https://kaspartasane.bandzoogle.com/home
https://www.dmcworld.net/uncategorized/gustin/
https://soundcloud.com/kaspartasanemusic
https://open.spotify.com/artist/4Zmh3uczjhjOiZd7XTOVyC
https://www.beatport.com/artist/kaspar-tasane/455784
https://www.instagram.com/kaspartasane/
https://www.facebook.com/kaspartasanemusic
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